Chief Justice Earl -Warren will
speak at Colby .May-17 at 10:45 in
the Wadswortb^ Field " House. His
speech will be one of a- series of
events in the "Colby Sesquicentennial
Convocation, with Secretary of the
Interior Stewart TJdall speaking

T

May 16, and -the Sesquicentennial
Ball the" 18th:
Chief Justice Warren was born
in Los Angeles, California, March
19, 1891. He graduated from the
University of ''California with a
Bachelor of Laws degree in 1912,

Chief- J ustice Earl Warren

- -.

Virgima M^Jthottonx
^07jytl^7M:;^fe

Waterville, April 20 :¦—- A gifted young^ American pianist will return to the^ Golby^ College campus this , week to be featured in the
Spring Concert of the Golby Community Symphony Orchestra on
Sunday, April 28i m Runnals Union at 8 p.m.
7 7
Miss Virgima Rubottom gave a merr^^
at the college last year. She will play Beethoven's Concerto in C minor. Otiher works on the program will iriclude those of Mendelssohrtj
¦'¦
¦' ' -s.;..
: ' ¦: ¦ '. ' .
.• ¦ "; ¦ ¦
Delius. and Mozart. ' .; .AA7 7; "
The;_S-yearrold musician was born in iNew York, but>eceived,early
training in California. From 1958^fJ0
she studied7with Ilona Kabos iri;
London, and has cpritmu^ to- build'
a; remarkable 7"r^
" ":-Miss
but this7c6u^try.
^
_om'es•: to: '.Oolby . after, appearances
on-the West coask and; throughont
¦
the South.
. 7'7' 7 7: ., ¦:• '.
Bhe: will play with the Orchestra
the -. difficult Bethoven Concerto
In C minor Op. 37; Allegro con
brio;: Rondo : Allegro.
Other works on the program ihclude : Mendelssohn, Flngal'S. Cave
In termerro;
Overture ;
Delius,
l_ozart , Overture to Titus.
V
he 1.00
General ^ admission will
f
and Colby students iwill he admitted
free of charge. Tickets are on sale at
the College Bookstore, Day 's News
Stand,, and Corey's iMusic Center. "

Student I_eague
Representatives

;
^
Atten .

:™

Friday, April 19, four Colby Vbrnen went* to Burlington, Vermont
to attend the; New England . Women 's Student "Government .Conference.; At the Conference, ' hosted by
the University of Vermont, ; Dean
Seaman , Jean Martin, Doris Kearns
arid Linda Stearns represented Colby. The - Conference was ' staffced fi-r
teen years ago by ten New England
colleges —- the University, of Vermont , University of Maine, : TJiriversity. of Rhode Island , Jackson College,; Middlebury\ Collogo, Univer sity
of Massachusetts, Colby, University
of , Connecticut. Its; purpose , is to
provide ,im opportunity for the wo^
men leaders of the Womon?s •' Student Governments to meet arid discuss such governments . ~ their7necessity,, .worth, duties , and,m ost ioir
portant, their purpose." I ;
!
v The 'wookond began Friday night
with an ' inform al , leptiuro ;delivored
by: Dr. • Esther Jitlpy-j \Jpnel?> Head
^
of the Departme^
Student' .;Personnel ; AdinTh|Btrationj
Toaohbrs , Odiiegbj . Opioid ' University,, Saturday th_[ ftirl b^aij a tour
^

the Board of Trustees of the Naand from the School of Jurisprudence, University of California with
a J. D: degree in 1914. He was admitted to. the California Bar in 1914
and had a private law practice in
San Francisco and Oakland -from
1914 to 1917. In 1917 he enlisted in
the U.S. Army as a- private andTwas
discharged as;;a First Lieutenant in
1918. "He served as, a captain in the
Eeserve Corps from 19i9-193_:
- 7After7 his" discharge . from the
Army he acted as Glerk of the Assembly Judiciary Committee of the
California Legislature, and then as
Deputy- I)istrict_ Attorney- of Alameda County until"1925. He then:
took, over the District Attorneyship

the former Nina E. Meyers and they
have six children.
of Almeda County until he became
the Attorney General of California
in 1939. = In 1943 he was elected Governor of California, a position which
he held until 1953, when he became
Chief Justice of the United States.
; Chief ; Justice ""W"arren : las also
served as7 Research Associate from
the Bureau of (Public Administration, University of California'; Spe^
cial Ambassador of the United
States id the;Coronation of Queen
Elizabeth IT; Chancellor of the
Board of: Regeiits for the Smithsonian Institution. ; Chairman of the
Board of "Trustees of the National
Gallery of Art : and a member of

tipnal Geographic Society, Americai*
Philosophical Society ; American
Academy of Arts and Sciences ;
State Bar of California ; Alameda
County Bar Association ; and the
Sacramento Bar Association.
Bar Association.
Chief Justice Warren has : been
active in - Republican Party affairs.
He has . been a delegate to several
Republican National Conventions ;
chairman of the Republican State
Central Committee; keynote speaker of the Republican ; National Convention] and he was the Republican
nominee for Vice President of the.
United States in 1948.
The Chief Justice is married to
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from our readers. They may write !
on an y subjec t they choose, with
the editors retaining the right to
select printable manuscripts on
the basis of literary arid content.
''Campus Coment'' does not necessarily reflect Echo or campus
maj ority opinion.

BixlerM^^ovated
J^

\ The sBixler, J sjf t and Music Center is taking on a new look a
Colby prepares tor the Sesquiceatennial Art Show, commemorating
the sijfhificant ' role of Maine "as a colony, province and state in Am- .'
e'rican Art. The exhibition", to be shown at Bixler from May 4 until

September, is the most comprehensive collection of Maine Art ever
assembled. Comprising over one hundred paintings and sculptures
the cpjle ctibn, "Maine and Its Artists, 1710-1963" , was conceived by

the. Colby Friends of Art in conjunction with the college. After the
Colby -showing the exhibition will be moved to the;Boston Museum of

Arts in Deceraher and later in the
vrinter will be showm at the Whitney
Museum inTNew Yotk.
y"
Mr. Xloyd Goodrich, Director of ,
thei^hjtrieXi.Mpse»m tof, ;Ame_ioan
Art, will address a special opening .
of the collection on Saturday, May
4, for museum directorsj authors
and the National, Committee o'f
artists, art conoisseurs and museum
curators •which guided the research
and selected the works to be"included in the exhibition.
Donelson Hoopes, curator of the
Coceorari Gallery in v Washington , .
D. 0. will speak at a preview of the
exhibition for faculty, students and
staff on Sunday, May 5. Hoopes is
the former director of the Portland
Maine Museum of Art and was a .
member of the staff compiling the
book Maine and Its Role In American A rt , a documentation of tho
thenio of the exhibition.-^
Tho volume on Maine Art will bo
released in conjuriotion w'ith the
opening of the exhibition and covers
art in Maine from the ntii^-eighteenth century to the present with
more ' than 100 pages, of color and
black-and-white, r ep r o'd n ctions.
Ho'opeis' contribution to the hook
deals with the period of. 1865-1914
6n mdigdnous art.
Edwar d Hopp er's "Li ghthouse Hill", which is on loan from the Dallas Museum cf Fin e Arts, will av
At Portland Hoopes Was in charge
rwein ldieyMay to join the Art ExHibition^ ^ ^ :
, of a oollbotiori of American painting
arid " sculpture; and the restoration
of the, campus followed by two pan- Potentialities of a Woman'b Studof a Federal house,, owned by tho
el group discussions with the topic brit Government. The duties of servSESQUICENTENNIAL BALL
musetj rni Ho is the. author of several
of Purpose of a Wbntion 's Student ing th e women stude nts b etter, or
Government. Subtopteed under the improving "moral, social, and edu- This Is to announce that tickets articles on little' knOwn Maine
artists.
•
two,.panels were : ,1) purpose and cational standards," and helping to
go
nox
t
for
tho
bail
will
on
salo
.
Another
aspect
of
the
undertakthoodB of achipyirig the purposo, prepare women to bo better citizens
and ;2) extent to whioh it should after college, Doris Gearns was the woak. Invitations will cost $4.00 por ing is . the creation of an archives
at Polby for tho collecting and preinterfere with or regulate sooiar dis- leader of this panel. During the discouple.
Drossfor
tho
women
will
bo
serving of doouirients pertaining to
cipline. The next discussions dealt cussions the representatives comwith;: PowoiJ 'of a Women's Student piled 7a list of questions, and the formal , Mon must wear tux's (In- this segriiiont of Maine's cultural
heritage. Under the direction of
Government; There Wo four panels deans formed a - panel -arid worked
for this topic which discussed.: the with'eaoh other
tho ques- cludes white dinner Ja cket or dark Pr of essor Will iam B. Miller, who
¦ ' ' to' ans'wer
has devoted his- sabattioal loavo to
;
methods, of aphioying the purpose, tions, .: '.;• . ,; _ . : . .;! . , ' ¦= ,' . :" ' - .¦ ¦.
or
dark
suits.
Tuxedoes
can
ket)
Jac
tho Sesquiperitennial endeavor, the
pubh^V'supporli arid;interosi,_ bettor
Saturday night a ,'ban quot was
preporation ' for of floors, tho role of hold at whioh President Fey of tho bo ren ted at special rates (Sff.oo), aroliiyps will, provide a valuable' adtho > Judiciary; "^ ystoinj < problem. of tiriiyoirsity delivered a short and in- If inon arc measured at Lovlno s on dition to the material on American
'
art nt Oolhy long after tlie oxnibiooni'm'upioatiohs between faculty and formative speech.
#<)n is over.
¦
studonts, ',':' s^udpnts ' and stwdjorifc-, !> Sunday morning before the ?opre« or boforo May o. Tho thomo of tho
arid ; adlnninlstratioii; arid students. spritativoB (lopartbd a Bjiort businoBB bal l is • ¦ A Roman pardo n."
ANABASIS lo on salo now
The last d)soussion groups discussed mooting was .hold.
,A : A,.
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Be Prepared
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At the New England Women's Student Governmen t Conference
held last weekend at the University of Vermont, the Colby delegates
received an enlight ened view of the Colby system of women's student
government as compared with colleges and universities in the rest of
New England. This is not to say that there are no problems at Colby
nor that ouf system is without flaw, bu t that a large number of the
problems had by practically every other school at the conference are
almost unknown to this campus.
The main point of comparison seemed to lie in the degree of responsibility that has" been handed down to the women students. All
colleges and univ ersit ies are legally and financially r esponsible to a
Board of Trustees and to the parents of the students. In handing responsibility to students any administration takes a certain rislc - they
are bet t ing on th e maturity and judgment of the student body. Yet,
it is only where limits do not impede maturity and where students
can mak e jud gments that college life becomes a period of development and not a repeat of high school regimentation. It was felt by not
only t h e members of the Colby d elegation , but also by the other delegates, that Colby 's administration had made the biggest bet on stu^
d en t ability t o solve stu den t pr oblems.
Responsibility must, of course, be given within limits, but these
limits must not be such that they choke the maturing process and stifle all individu al j u dgment. The conference showed that it is precisely becau se th e administration of Colby has set the limits in such a
way as to f oster st uden t judgment and responsibili ty th at our campus
is not faced with the problems which exist in so many other"schools.
Th e pr oblem of th e legally "dry" campus is a striking example.
New England state universities are dry by decree of state legislatures.
However , the administrations of these schools have not enforced this
rule". Yet, the student governments and judicial boards are forced.,
'because the rule is on the books, t o puni sh stud ent s viol at ing such a
rule. Such violations often occur at fraternity parties at which faculty are present and about which the administration is informed.
¦ The structure of student government is also m stark comparison.
At Colby, women students directl y nominate and elect their officers
and judici al boar d . Student government equals the student body.
Many New England schools have a system whereby the present officers nominate and often elect the officers to follow them. Likewise, the
' rules and r egula tion s ar e formulated by a committee of such officers
*and' not by an open Rules Revision Committee as we have here.
' The comparison is endless. At some schools girls must sign put if
- they leave th e fl oor aft er a certain t ime and there are "bed-checks" or
the equivalent when the house closes. ; An.alarm system on the doors
seems also not uncommon. .
It seems that these schools have lost sight ofVthe fact that you can; not expect ma tur e action when you do not allow students to practice
'
making mature decisions.
! ' ' At Colby we h ave an administration which believes that students

We have a few questions about
th.e protective devices which will be
nised in case of a nuclear attack :
1) Will, the water tower, he moved
to an underground location ? 2) Is
it really necessary to dismantle the
Miller Library tower as it is tod
visible ; does the Eustis Building
really have to be camouflaged ? 3)
Can the new lights on the girls'"path,
be turned off in case of night attack ? 4) Are the rare books and Colbyiania collections to be placed in
a fallout shelter in case of nuclear
attack —if so, who will give up
their alloted space? . 5) What are
the classified projects' for Johnson
Day ? 6) Is the Babson Monument
the entrance to a hidden fallout
shelter for the administration .and
will it rise to the occasion ? 7) Why
is it. that ROTC has the Lovejoy
BASEMENT ? 8) Will Mayflower
Hill Drive be mined and if so, who
will mind it? 9) Will .fallout pollute
the Messalonskee ? 10) Is it true
that the new. co-ed lounge was conceived with the express purpose of
acclimating students to fallout shel?
ter conditions ? 11) Can gamma rays
penetrate the minds of Colby students ? 12) Why d6esn't Student
Govt, sp onsor a "Miss Fallout Shelter " contest? 13) Why doesn't IFC
sponsore a Spring Weekend in ,a
fallout shelter as a dry run ? 14)
Why doesn 't Pan-Hell sponsor an
essay contest "The role of the sorority in encou raging communal living in the shelters."? 15*) Can girls
take fallout shelter twelve o'clocks ?
16). Isn't the last. Lecture Series
a 'morbid idea? . . .

will rise t o t he occasion ,wh en given responsibility and the opportun-

ity to make mature decisions, It is too bad that communication between New England schools must be confined to conferences such as
t his one and that everyone cannot be given the chance to compare.

J . M.

The JulyFlan

(Editors ' note : this article reprinted from December , 1960)
Every college has a plan. Dartmouth has tho "Dartmouth Plan. "
Bennington and Reed have the
"Bennington " and "Reed" plans.
Hamilton is now developing the
"Hamilton Plan ." Wesleyan is trying tho ''European Plan ." St.
John's makes the St. John's
"Man". And of course, right "up
there in tho forefront of the progressive,, forward-looking institutions which aro bravely forging
ahead toward now and unrealized
horizons , is Colby College — with
lior "January Plan. "
But - we've hoon doing some serious thinking about this "January
Plan.." We've decided it must be
junked entirely in favor of the
"July Plan ". .Under tho terms of
tho "July Plan," the first somestor will commence on the third Wednesday of February and will conclude on the second Wednesday of
Juno. Tho remainder of Juno, all of
July, and, the " first throe weeks of
August will form the "July Period ," during whioh tho students will
dovoto thoir time to independent
study. " Tlio second semester will
oommonoo on tlio next to last Monday of August and will conclude
with commencement on the Monday
before Thanksgiving. Tho remaining
wook of November, all o'f December
and January , and the first 2 weeks

of. Fob will comprise the equivalent of our present summer recess.
We believe that the "July Plan"
has many distinctive advantages
over any of the existing plans ..First
of all , students - will, be away from
the college daring the crowded winter holiday season , and since this
coincides with the peak of the ou\-.
turnl-sooial season in the metropolitan- centers , Colby studonts will be
nblo to absorb many good concerts ,
plays , shows, etc. during the recess — or they may vacation in
Bermuda with their parents — and
thoy will bo away from the college
during tho months of snowbound inertia. Studonts who must work during tho reooss will find an abundance of opportunities in tho Christmas sales promotion and in the January inventory. High Oolby College
operating oost for tho winter months
will be largely wiped out. The "July
Period" is so. planned that students
will be at the college during the
months when sho has the ' most J,o
offer, Tho "July Period" will be especially valuable for field trips. Students could, w ith p ermission of
course, ho allowed study at any of
tho many summer schools for additional units (the "July Period" is
planned so' as to coincide withTthe
summer-school fitimosfcor) that they
could remain on tho campus for
thoir work , or th oy could travel t o
the centers of learning to. carry out

SEamion MeCeiie
¦
Will Present ' - -;
Her Senior Recital

• Colby College '^ senior, Shannon
MoCuna, will present her senior reon April
cital at Given Auditorium
¦¦;¦ ¦
2GV at 8:00' 'p.m. •' ?¦
She has heen a member of the
Colby Concert Choir for four years
and has served as an officer for the
past year. She recently was soloist
with the Choir at Town Hall in
New York City.
Miss McCune was alto soloist at
tho South Parish Congregational
Church in Augusta under Choir director Charles Danforth for two
years.
Miss McCune will appear as alto
soloist .with the Mount Merici Choir
under the direction of Peter Re in
May.
Mias McCune has also appeared
with the Colby Community Orchestra and more recently with the New
England Intercollegiate Band under
Paul Lavalle. She has been a voi.ee
pupil, of Freda Gray-Masse for three
years.
Her progra m will include* a group
of Gorman Lieder. an ari a from
SAMPSON AND DELILAH and
Samuel Barber 's DOVER BEACH.
Assisting Miss McCune in her program will be a string Quartet. Tho
accompanist will he Mrs. Fieida
• . .
Reynolds.
, 'Miss McCune is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Shannon McCune of
Okinawa.
Tho recital is open to the public
and. is free of charge. It is sponsored.' l>y the Student Government
Association. .

specialized research. Meanwhile, the
"July Period" will fall at the peak
qf the social-cultural season in
Maine with summer theatres, music
qamps , dog shows, etc. all conveniently close. Moreover , the ; college
will ho in' an excellent position for
getting top-notch lecturers who are
visiting on vacation from thoir usual
work. Students will find study easy,
refreshing and invigorating in tho
oo'oT summer shades — nothing like
the stuf fy study Jf'trioiibrary or the
dorm, room. Go-od picnic suppers

Colby s campus will be bri ghtened by the appearance of the distin-

guished couple shown above. Miss Virginia Rubottom will pr esent a
p iano concert Sunday evening in Runnals Union. Mry Donaldson, her
husband, will address the .preview of the Sesquicentennial Art Show.
Miss Rubottom and M y . Hoopes reside in Washington , D .C. where
Mr. Hoopes is curator of the Cochran Art Gallery.

Alice Pulls A-Horror. ; .
Show*An Jviterp retatwn

Al thou gh Lewis Carroll described the adventures of Alice long be-

fore the nature of enzymes , or - the phenomena of .optical isomerism
were investigated , an explanation of Alice's actions and "dreams is
possible and maybe even relevant ! While concern for such fascinating
^
topics had not yet permeated English lit er ature", definite manifestations of the principles involved, especially those- about digestive enzymes , are present in Lewis' mas- Being rather finicky they would not
terpiece.
touch
dextrorotary
compounds
-\
It is obvious that . an explanation which would thus remain indigested
of many aspects of the plot is fun- and yield no food value. However,
damentally based in .. . THE PRO- there is the relieving thought that
TEIN PROBLEM !1 All proteins and this condition does not occur in fats
an overwhelming majority of natu- or alcohol which are symmetrical
rally occurring starphes and sugars molecules and are, therefore utterly
have been determined to- be optically incapable , of exhibiting optical
active compounds ; i.e., they will activity
causing
disci'immator.y
•rotate a plane of polarized light nastiriess by the digestive enzymes.
passing through them either to the
Now our problem, lies before -us.
ri ght (dextrorotary insomer) or to When Alice .rashly boundedvthrough
the left (levorotry isometric com- the looking gla ss, (obviously withpounds). Optical isomers of this out a thought about lier poor dinature are identical in every pro- gestive enzymes), she caused property except ' - for 'their /so'mewhat tein , starch aiid sugar' molecules'' to
irrational effect on polarized light be useless' mirror images of those
and' their reactions to certain en- to which her digestive enzymes
zymes: The molecular structure of were, adapted. If this situation were
one is the .mirror image of the other, to persist, for any extended length
(its enantiomorph).
of time , Alice would have died a
It so happens that the food com- horrible death of protein starvation.
pounds which Alice's digestive But she didn 't. Therefore , she must
enzymes were used to tackling were have had to obtain nourishment
composed of levorotatory isomers. f rom the symmetrical food molecules ; alcohol and fats (remember
will he served ,on the Roberts Union them?). . •
lawn to foster student-body unity,
Since fats are seldom included m
and of course there -will be tlie the diet of • small girls in dominatweekly square dances on the quad. ing 'proportions , the 'source ' of
Seminars will be held on the lawns , nourishment is somewhat shockingduring a good part of the year — ly obvious. We can now see the
this will strengthen ' student-faculty reason for the origin , in Alice's
ties and will help so ;nvuch to . break fertile little mind , of such figures
down the formality which- sometimes as Tweedle Dum , Tweedle Dee and
still finds its way into, the - -class- the never-to-be-forgotten White
rooms. Finally, and best of all, the Rabbit. Since there indubitably is a
second semester, presently the dull connection between the stimuli
part' of tho year, will come to ' its whioh induced - Alice's hallucinations
climax' in November^ hot , with a in each of her two adventures , this
more concert or play, but of course interpretation" of Alice's motivation
with a football game. What 'could can assist us immeasurably in
ho a more fitting clirrax for each understandings the 19627 - Colby
academic year at Colby P 7
BOTY.
"
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April 18, 1963
The first meeting of the Council under the new administration
was called to order by President Steve Schoeman at 7:00 p.m. Chaplain Osborne gave the invocation. Mary Low, Men's Judi ciary, I.F.C.,
and the USNSA coordinator were not represented . The Secretary's
rnintites were read and approved. The Treasurer reported a cash balance of $475.91 and a sinking fund balance of $2,018.21.

NEW BUSINESS

1. A motion was made by Mr. Thorson and unanimously passed by
the Council to establish the following- committees: Handbook, Radio
Colby, Freshman Welcoming, Buildings and Grounds, Academic Life,
and Class Development.
2. A- motion was made by Mr. Robbins and passed unanimously
by the Council to approve the following committee appointments:
Finance : Jack Lockwopd, Bob Drewes, Bob Dyer, Dick Geltman.

Elections : Secretary

The Dep artment of Music

At a college of the size and nature of Colby, there would appear, to
be .two fundamental approaches by
which a department might gear itsel f . It can approach its curriculum by considering as its norm either the average student seeking a liberal and general education or the
particular student seeking a comprehensive, thorough, and rigorous
training in one special area. The
English Department is an example
of a department which is able to
combine both approaches, offering
courses of both broad and general
scope and of special and detailed
scope. This department, however, is
sufficiently staffed to do this. The
Chemistry or Economics Department, on the other hand, being understaffed , concentrates on a most
rigorous curriculum designed f or
the "maj or " student. No concession is given to the student who
^
simply wants to know a little something about Chemistry or Economics
or who wants to pass off a requirement. In these departments, the
norm is the "major " student, and
courses are so geared. The Music
Department is an example of the
third approach. Like the Chemistry
and Economics Departments, it is
also quite understaffed, and its
staff members must devote their
time not only to class preparation,
but also to many outside activities.
But unlike these departments, .it
focuses its attention upon the "nonm ajor " student.
When one accepts this philosophy
of Music Department , the department can be considered quite satisfactory. The question must he
asked , however, "Given the limited
resources of the department, is it
better for it to concentrate its efforts upon giving a few students a
thorough training or a number of
students a little knowledge ?" The
question is a complex one, and the
answer is not as clear as it may
seem. Among the problems involved
is that of offering advanced and
technical courses and of getting students to take these courses. The
problem as it exists now is such :
The department is too small to offer courses which only a handful
of students can take. However,
there will never he more students
in the department unless they are
offered . The problem .is admittedly
circular , but there must eventually
come a time when a step is taken
in one direction,, or the other. The
department now teaches down to
the student and assumes automaticBrahms, Bartok, Bach.

ally a minimum of background, both
technical and non-technical. There
will never be many competent majors until the department takes the
initial step and teaches up, forcing
the student to rise to a higher level.
The specifics of these statements
will be clarified later in the report.
Among the many particular problems is the unavailability of basic
materials. Whereas an English major can acquire many primary texts
at a minimal cost in paperback and
hence may work from many volumes
during a semester, the music major does not have such a means open
to him. The miniature score, wbich
miglit be considered the equivalent
of the paperback, is relatively expensive — as well as an ordeal to
the eyes. One of the first steps
which the department MUST -take
is the building of a solid library of
musical scores. The coming summer
school program is fortunately bringing with it many dozens of volumes
from the string ensemble repertoire,
and it will he a tremendous toon
when these scores become part of
the music department library and
are used in courses. Concentration
hereafter will have to be on solo instrumental and orchestral volumes.

Publicity : Secretary
Freshman Welcoming Week: Lee Haskell
Handbook : Dean Minahati
U.S.N.S.A. : Dick Geltman
Academic Life: Dick Pious
Class Development: Class President and Freshman Interim Committee Chairman^.
Buildings and Grounds : Dusty Rhodes
Social Committee : Peter Hart, Jim Foxman, Marcia Phillips,
Diana Tracy3 Holly Gower, Becky _ Cummings, Peter Paxton , Chris
The record collection is quite inBrown , Mike Ziter, Bob Rodgers, and John Sitkin.
adequate , and it consists of little
Executive Committee : Officer s of the; Association.
more than the most basic composi3. A motion was made by Miss Koch and passed unanimously by
tions, geared primarily toward the
"appreciation " course —- although
the Council to establish a committee to aid the Pre-Alumni Council
maj
or strides have been made this
in the Ford Foundation fund raising drive on campus. •
past semester in securing a pre4. An American flag which flew from the Capitol has been donatBaroque and Renaissance collection .
ed to Colby by Representative Dooley of the 26th Congressional DisThere is virtually nb such thing as
trict. A motion was made by Miss Martin and passed unanimously by
a record library. There are many
problems involved with the records
the Council to inquire about having this flag placed in the Council
which the department does have.
room.
For instance, all records must be
5. A motion was made by Mr. Thorson and passed unanimously
used in the listening rooms, and the
by the Council to empower the Chair tp look into the possibility of
reproducing machines in these rooms
purchasing a Colby flag, also to be placed in the Council room.
are little more than adequate. The
records are treated very carelessly,
6. There was a discussion on the possibility of a $6.00 increase, in
and after one week of use, a record
the Activities Fee for next year. This request is to be presented to the
is covered with scratches and finger
Board of Trustees when they meet in Boston on April 26, 1963. ~Mr.
smudges. An expensive, but in the
Strong made a motion that . the increase be presented to the students
long run efficient and profitable soin a referendum. Since the Board of Trustees meets next week, this
lution to this problem is to install
tape
recorders in the practice rooms
would mean a delay in presenting the request to them, resulting in
and
to have those compositions
problems with regard to planning the budget and including the new
which are assigned to the "apprefee in the catalog before the printing deadline. Mr. Robbins pointed
ciation " course prerecorded on tape.
out that President Strider is in favor of raising the fee, and on this
It is hoped that in the coming years
basis suggests that -we go ahead on the increase. He also recommends
additions will be made to the contemporary
collection. It is also
that if the increase is presented to the Board , we should work closely
in
time there will "be a
hoped
that
with President Strider on this. Mr. Strong's motion was defeated by
true record library, in which the
a vote of 2-14.
records would 'be available to the
7. A motion was then made by Mr. Robbins and passed unanimouswholo. student body as is the case
ly by the Council to raise the Activities Fee $6.00 per person.
in many other colleges.
8. A motion was made by Miss Koch and passed unanimously by
An additional problem in having
the Council giving- the officers of the Association the power to negotiate with the Board of Trustees on an increase in the Activities Fee
up to and including $6.00 per person.
9. The issue of constitutional revision was discussed. President
Schoeman exp lained the need for revision , saying that the present
constitution does not 'meet the standards of ROBERT'S RULES OF
ORDER. A motion was made by Miss Kearns that the Council conThe Colby Pre-Alumni Council will sponsor a fund drive here on
sider revisions and that they, should be placed on the class election campus from May 2*4 to help match the Ford Foundation grant. The
ballot . Since the class elections are soon, the Council would-be res- basic idea is that the students will have the opportunity, as a group,
tricting itself with regard to time if the revisions are to be put on that to aid the college in achieving its goal. The faculty and employees of
ballot. The motion was defeated unanimously.
Colby have already contributed generously in their own drive so they
10. A motion was then made by Mr. Thorson and passed unani- will not be asked to contribute.
mously by the Council to consider the revisions.
'
y
,
The campaign will be conducted lamv, Judy Igorshoimor, and Ka
11. A motion was made and passed unanimously fcy\the Council
through tho dormitories and the Tower. On the men's side of camthat the Chair use his discretion about putting the revisions on the fraternity houses. At their last pus : Alpha Delta Phi — William
Bill
class election ballot or not.
'
meeting, the members of tho Pre- Kaster ; Alpha Tau Omega —
Boothby
;
Delta
Kappa
Epsilon
—
1. President Schoeman announced a regular meeting of the Coun- Alumni Council elected Joe DrumPaul
Ross
;
Delta
Upsilon
—
John
cil for Monday, April 22 , a*, 7:00 and an open hearin g on constitu- mpnd as chairman for the Men's Bush ; Lambda Chi Alpha — Ed
Division • and Karon Forslund for
tional revision for Thursday, April 25, at 7:00.
Theta — John
the Women's Division. Chairmen Winkler ; Phi Delta
2. Mr. Thorson reported that the' use of reserve slips in the carrels wore named to organiiso tho drive Carnoohan ; Tau Delta Phi — Ray
is not effective. The Chair will look into the matter.
A
iri each of the women's dormitories Perkins ; Kappa Delta Rho — Ken
Bobbins ; Avorill — Tom Day, John
3. Concerning the election of the new members of men's Judiciary, — Mary . low Hall , Karen ForsEisoman,' B arry Blatz ; Johnson —
a letter has been sent out to all Junior and Freshman men informing lund ; Woodman Hall , Susan Noyes; Mike Ransom ; Ohamplin — Whit
them of the vacancies. If anyone wishes to be considered ,, he h to Louise Co'burn Hall , Louise Melan- Bond , John Lookwood j liofohiB —
son ; and Foss Hall, Nikki Frost
submit a statement of his qu alifications to President Schoeman and and Barbara Flowolling, In addition, John Sitkin j Small — Bill Savage.
he -will forward it to the Council. A meeting of the male members of those girls have selected assistants : With tho sponsorship of the Prethe Council will be called next week to select new Judiciary, Members. Mary Low Hall — Joannotto Fan- Alumni Council and tho support of
nin and Janet MoCall ; Woodman- Student Government , all of tlhoso
4. Class Development Committee ' ~- 4ft Rabbins, Chairman
are giving thoir assistan ce to
Mr. Robbins presented the outdoor Commencement petition Judy Milnor , Natalie Boworman and poi>plo
Susan MoGJinloy j Louiso Coburn -— help the collogo moot its challenge
which is signed by every senior and is to be presented to President 'Helen Wilson, Penny Lynch and with the hope of 100% participation
Stridor . He stated that this pertains to the rest of the classes as well A rlnna Kogu't; Fosb <— Oliarleno from tho student body being their
OontiniiM- on Page Fhn»
G-orsun , Suo Nutt er, Grotohon Wol- goal.

Pre -Alumni Council
Sp onsors Fund Drive

scores and records is the means by
which they should be made available. The most practical way, it
would appear , would be to house
them in the art and music library
under the supervision of a student
attendant.

Still another problem concerns
the availability of facilities. The last
that this reviewer knew, the practice and listening rooms were locked
evenings and most of the weekends,
except on the night before an "appreciation " listening quiz. The situation may have changed since
then, but if it has not, it most certainly should. Except for the possibility of a .student stealing a piano,
there is no reason for the practice
rooms ever to be locked. And while
a record player could easily he stolen, it could just as easily be stolen
under the present system. An efficiently, run record library system
could obviate the problem of record
distribution. It would also be a major blessing if the practice and listening rooms were available on Sunday, particularly in the afternoons
and evenings.
The curriculum , as said before,
has been geared toward the student
seeking a general, non-specialized
background. The extension of the
theory and harmony courses to year
courses was an excellent step. The
reviewer would make the following
additional comments in the nature
of curriculum improvement. 1) That
courses equivalent to Music 115 be
offered in all the other major periods —• baroque ; romantic, late-romantic, and impressionistic ; neoclassical and modern (to say, 1945) ;
and contemporary. 2) That the "O"
be removed from the present 301302 and 305-306 courses, and that
they be turned into two semester
courses. 3) That a course be offered
in which the materials learned xn
the theory, harmony, and counterpoint courses he utilized' — such as
a course in composition - or in detailed score analysis — and that
there be correlation between these
cou r ses . 4) That every major be required to have some proficiency in
at least bne instrument and at least
a familiarity with the piano. 5) That
a music-reading ability be an absolute prerequisite for all the period
courses and that period courses emphasize working directly from
scores, stressing score analysis as
well as textbook learning. 6) That
courses eventually be offered which
would concentrate upon an intensive
study of a particular composer, e.g.

Campus Chest

To Hold

L. B. Contest

The Lucky Buck Contest sponsored by Oolby Inter-Faith Association for tho benefit of Campus
Chest is opening soon. The contest
operates in the following manner :
dollar bills are submitted between
Wednesday, April 24, and May 1
afternoons in the Spa , or to Craig
Millett in Louiso Coburn Hall, Louiso MacCubrey in Woodman and
Geoff Robbins in Tau Delta Phi. At
the Campus Ohest Variety .Show on
May 1, dollar bills will be drawn
from a hat. There will bo three winning serial numbers. First prize will
bo fivo dollars, second , throo dollars,
and thirj d , two dollars.
Money raised during Campus
Chest this year is being donated to
World University Service, which is
an organization where students help
students on a worldwide level , tho
United Nogro Collogo Pund, and
tho Bixlor Bowl Scholarship Fund.
Como on —- lot's all try for tho
"Lucky Bxiok" and help Campus
Ohest 1903 provo that its goal ol
$1000 is not too high !
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Doctors Discuss
Inderatity In
Mental Health

«-— ¦——^——-
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Dr. Kirkpatrick. Because of this
necessity for a reference point
(which is illustrated by the fact
that a person wakened suddenly immediately asks for a reference point ,
asking, "Where am I?" or "What
is the matter?"), when old reference points are removed , new ones
by Jan Buffinton
are
seized upon. This accounts for
"The Search for Identity " was
the
success
of "brainwashing." ,
t lie topic of a discussion -between
Dr. Kirkpatrick asserted that
Dr. Paul Perez and Dr. Price Kirkpatrick on April 17 presented by the when the child discovers the word
Kennebec Mental Health Associa- "no," and can distinguish between
tion as part of the "You and Your what he wants and what someone
else wants , he is embarking upon
Health" lecture series .
Dr. Kirkpatrick introduced the the search for identity that lasts his
topic by tolling the story of a men- entire life.
No new identity is a mosaic made
tal patient who, through a shocking
experience, suddenly broke through up of many pieces , yet having an
ler illness to ask , "Who am I?" integrity unto itself. It is seen difThi s vit al qu estion wa s the first ferently by different people, and
step on her road to recovery. Dr. various lights cast upon it give it
Kirkpatri ck pointed out that the different hues, yet it is still a unit.
search for identity can take many Finally, Dr. Kirkpatrick.stated that
path s, approaching the problem for the identity needs constant refuel.example , from the point of view of ing, rephrasing, retesting, or it bethe ego, the role in society, or the comes ill .
individu al as di stinguished from
Dr. Perez described the self as a
people in general. There is ho single continuous entity, pointing out that
approach to the problem.
the child cannot conceive of a world
When all reference points to existing before he was born , arid
which one can attach one's identity that atlults cannot accept the idea
are removed, one begins t o lose of death as the end of being ; they
one's sense of identity, according to cannot give up the idea " that the
soul continues after the body has
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The win over Tufts gave Colby
the distinction of handing the defending New England Champions
their first defeat in seven matches.
The Mules showed great promisa
in winning their first two startunder new coach Charlie Holt.
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Once Again — The Famous TCE

EUROPEAN
STUDENT TOURS \;
(S6me to urs include an excitin g.visit to Israel)
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, long-established Tours that include
manyfabulous
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Last weekend the Colby golfers
opened up. their 1963 season by defeating Brandeis and Tufts bj
scores of 5 and 2 at Belmont, Mass.
and 4 and 3 at Lindville, Mass.,
respectively.
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Waterville, Maine
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" We Give You Service "
; Job , Novelty & Social Print ing

Modern Brick
Fireproof - Free T.V.

Golf Team
Holds
Tee

170 Main Street

Harold B. Berdeen

Between Waterv ille and Fairfield
Colby Col lege Nearby
CLYDE & THERESA ARNOLD , Props.
SWIMMING POOL
Gl FT SHOP - COFFEE SHOP
TEL. EACH UNIT
SELECTED BY EMMONS WALKER , AAA , SUPERIOR
Direct to Canada
Routes 201, 100 and 11
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BERRY'S
STATIONERS

AR N OL D MOTEL
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College Men and Women "

®
summer * 53 Days
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Transatlantic Transportation Available
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SPRING ST.
LAUNDRAMAID
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Special Every Week

j

Wa terville

I 10 Spring St.,

social conformity. He answered that
people gain security by identifying
with a group and conforming to its
standards , hu t mad e a distinction
between internal
and external
values, saying that if an individual
conforms too much to the values of
others . (external values), he will
come into, conflict with his own (internal) values. It is easier to Live at
odds with society th an with one's
self. Dr. Kirkpatrick added that in
moments of crisis, there is no social
quorum to say what is right, and
the vacillating conformist "can only
make a bad left turn ," and will be
How does one's self acquire meanunable to rise and meet the situaing ? Dr. Perez said this is a two- tionstep process. First, the individual x"'i~*i~" t —|~ i~ Jj i T j— I ""I t ""t 'T T V I .'T' T' ~ T ~ " l'" *T' 'T""
must examine himself , identifying | Mack Will Soon Be Back :
and stripping off all the trappings, i> t
Tickets for the
crutches, borrowed values and false \\
Three -Penny Opera:
;
aspects of his personality, which j;
(May 2, 3, 4,) on sale
'¦
spring from insecurity due to lack
in spa everyday from
of meaning. Secondly, the individual %
9 :30-3 :30
:
must think about meaning. Accord- Att " -'* 'I—it-»t-_ ^ »-?¦_¦?_-^»-4»»4—-4--<»-'4__4.J*w>. -'>m*w>»4—4-Jt
ing to Dr. Perez , meaning comes
fro m action ; from emotional involvement in and committal to
whatever one is doing ; from standing for something. Many people fail
to take the second step, and hence
DENNISON SUPPLI ES
j
are plagued by "existential anxSTUDIO GREETING CARDS ]
iety."
ROYAL TYPEWRITERS
]
Another phase of the discussion
Sales - .Service - Rental
involved the identity's need for
'[
SCHOOL SUPPLI ES

ceased to exist. The question '"Just
who is this continuous self?" or
"Who am I?" can rarely be answered satisfactorily. Dr. Perez suggested that in ord er t o - answer this
question , one .must ask oneself not
only, "Who am I? Where am I
going ?" but also , "What is the
meaning of my existence?" The
modern so-called "existential anxiety" is the result of the failure to
answer this question . In order to
exist satisfactorily, the individual
must have a meaning which, applies
to every aspect of his existence.
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See what a big difference it makes having "The Titties
.. around. Checking up on the nation and the world for you,
, bringing you every day its unique record-clear, complete,
iiccurate-of all the mainstrea m events oi out time.
1
Evel;y day The Times serves ypu with thoughtful background reports, hews analyses and commentary by Timea
experts in every field of hurijan affairs.
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Obday-talce time to redisco'v'fer The JleW %xk Times. Your
campus representative^ will bo, gtad ^ tp serve ypu .with a
copy every morning, rain or shine-and at special college
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Aiid The^ Tiihes gives you, as always, the brighter,j ighter
side of the news. All the sports there are. All the lively
arts in review. All the enjoyable features. All the allusual stories, humorous sjtories, coldrfut storied atwutj
people, places and evenfci in the news.
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Now that The New "fork Times ia brigliteiiihfi: up cantpuw
life again , treat yourself to the daily pleasure of its com-
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STU-G REPORTS

Contibued from Page Three
as the seniors and that they are
leaving a record of what was done
on the petition for future reference.
Mr. Robbins also suggested putting up a sign in the library asking
¦^^ BHB^nB^^ ttM ^^ BtBM JW alt _____5T--_Bb>fft

l_

for names of present juniors intending to run for the office of Senior
clas s' president." Mr. Robbins will
then go to each one and ask him to
work in conjunction with the present
President on the plans for the Sesquicentennial Ball, since there are

ft
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C. wfpOST COLLEGE
OF LONG ISLAND UNIVERSITY-BROOKVILLE,LONG ISLAND,N.Y.
Member,The Colle'ge Board-Accredited by Middle States Association .

i

Now Accepting Applications for

too many details for one person.
His reasoning , was 1) we will be
assured of a good job ; 2) the candidate can show his ability and
responsibility;. 3) this will give the
future President ' an opportunity to
participate in a class event ; 4) the
future President will hopefully he
assured of the future cooperation of
the other hieri.
"A motion was made by Mr. Bobbins and passed unanimously ,by the
Council that Student Government
grant a loan of $1,090 as a down
payment on the orchestra for the
Sesquicentennial Ball. The money is
to be paid hack on May 19, 1963,
from ticket sales.
5. A motion was made by Mr.
Thorson and passed unanimously by
the Council to approve the changes
made in the Northern Student
Movement constitution . .
6. A motion was made by Miss
Martin and passed unanimously by

TWO 5-WEEK SUMMER SESS30NS

ir i_r- «» _i - W -i *

DAY & EVENING

I

the Council to give the Social Committee the power to distribute the
following questionnaires :
a) a questionnaire to the general
student body concerning concerts
h) one to the faculty concerning
the Social Committee calendar
c) one to> the heads of student
organizations to find out what the
clubs are planning
The motion was amended to read :
The Social Committee has the power
to write and distribute questionnaires without the approval of the
Council.
6. Doris IKearns reported on the
Women's Student League service
project which will be to open a
store in town for the benefit of
handicapped peoples' products.
Since there was no further busin ess, the meeting was adjourned at
8 :20 P.M.
Respectfully submitted ,
CeCe Sewall
! _¦ —
_¦ — _ ¦

m * m
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Secretary
April 22, 1963
A regular meeting was called to
order by President Steve Schoeman
at 7:05 P.M. The Sophomore Class,
Continued on Page Seven
WE NEED HELP!!
Freshmen, Sophomores, Juniors, Seniors, Faculty . . Anybody!!!! If you are interested in
supporting your school, come to <
the Sesquicentennial Ball Decor- !
1 ation Committee meeting, Frii day, April 26 at 6 :30 p.m. in the
| Runnals Union Gym. We desparateiy heed all the help we can
get
in order to complete plans
I
j and set up. Your participation
1 will make this ball the most suc> cessful all-college event of the
| year.
|
i
|
|
.
|
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THE ALPS...made m Italy by FABIANO

June 24th to July 26th — July 29th to August 30th

Han-made imported Boots for the Outdoor Man and Woman ...
Foe M—n dr Women.
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Hiking Boot
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NEW MEN'S and WOMEN'S RESIDENCE HALLS AVAILABLE
An exceptional blend of modern/ superior educational
and cultural facilities on a traditional 126-acre campus
letting: this Is C. W. Post College on the North Shore
of Long Island,one hour from midtown Manhattan.
Nearby are famous beaches,sailing clubs,
summer stock theatres,parks,golf courses.
On-campus features include swimming, gymnasium,
riding, bowling, theatre and concerts.

ACCELERATE YOUR DEGREE PROGRAM
UNDERGRADUATE COURSE offerings include studies in
liberal Arts & Sciences,
Pre-Professional,Pre-Engi(leering, Business, Education,Danc e Worksh op.
GRADUATE COURSE offerings include studies in Biological
Sciences,Education,English,Guidance and Counseling,
History, Library Science,Mathematics,Music Education
and Political Science.
, DISTINGUISHED VISITING AND RESIDENT FACULTY

:
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Archery Clinic
Saturday, April 27
9 :30-3 :30 Wadswortb Fieldhouse
Lacrosse Clinic
Tuesday, April 30
2-4 p.m., Runnals Union

j
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FLO ' S
GREENHOUSE
186 SILVER ST.
WATERVILLE , MAINE

Write for Free Brochure.
FABIANO SHOE CO., INC.
Dept. CE , South Station
Boston 10,Mass.
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Phone TR 2-8013
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OUTSTANDING LIBRARY FACILITIES
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APPLY NOW... Admission open to VISITING STUDENTS
from other accredited colleges.
,
For additional Information, summer bulletin and
application,phone MAyfalr 6-1200 or mail coupon

i
I

Director of Summer School,C.W. Post College,P.O., Greenvale, L.I. ,N.Y.
frame send me Summer Sessions information bulletin.
c.P.
Ql Women's Residence Hall ' Q Men's Residence Hall
D Undergraduate ? Graduate D Day Q Evening
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ATTEND SUMMER SESSIONS at the UNIV. of MAlNj EE

Combine summer study and recreation in the
stimulating climate of one of oii'r country's finest
vacation regions. Graduate and undergraduate
programs at Orono and Portland. Outstanding
faculty with nationally known visiting lecturers.
Conferences, institutes, workshops, assemblies
and tours. Special programs of recreation and
entertainment. Enjoy Maine's famous lakes,sea-

shore resorts, and mountains. Excellent oppor.
tunity for teachers and undergraduates,to earn
college credits during summer vacation.
. i,
..
, 1,
.
„.
,«
«
1 .r
n
i ,11,PP
1.
n SESSION
TWELVE-WEEK
SUMMER
IN 1963
THREE-WEEK SESSION,June 17— July 5
SIX-WEEK SESSION,July 8 — Aug. 16
THREE-WEEK SESSION,Aug. 19 — Sept. 6
For detailed information write to:
DIRECTOR OF SUMMER SESSIONS,Box 25,University of Maine,Orono,Me.
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Mag nificent Madras — especially bur hand woven bleeding plaid s imported from India — in this
distinctive full skirted classic by Country Miss.
Bermuda collar with roll sleeves and pleated
back — beautifull y belted . Muted , subdued shad ings charac teristic of authenti c Indian Madras .
Sizes 8 to 14 -^- about $15.
.
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MULE KICKS
by Morg McGinley
Remember the touchdown-starved Mule grid team of 1962, a team
whose offense often sputtered and stalled inside the enemy's twenty
yard line? Remember how'Colby had to score in those days of yesteryear? Visions of the fleet . and evasive Binky Smith are -virtually all
that come to mind. Well brother, it's time to tune to new and pleasing frequencies . The 1963 pigskinners won't be lacking in offensive
punch. That is, if the crop of big, tough backs this writer saw in Saturday's intrasquad game has anything to say about our football fortunes. And you're betting heavily against the kouse if you say that
they won't.
Coach John Simpson was noticeably pleased. And why shouldn't
he be? The offensive potential which at this moment appears to be at
his command is dynamite. If you don't mind , -we'll .simply concentrate on the freshmen. Unless you were in attendance Saturday, you
haven't reall y had the opportunity to see these boys do their stuff.
Dick Aube, a Connecticut boy who was out for th_e season in '62, made
his first appearance at Colby. He impressed everyone. Coaches, teammates and spectators were all delighted . The Torrington lad:, who
two years ago was the individual scoring leader in the Nutmeg state,
tallied ten points for his team in Saturday's tilt. After he had indicated his power to the inside by scoring a touchdown and the extra points
on short belts into the line, Aube went about 75 yards around end for
a second touchdown. Taking a pitchout wide of the defensive line,
he met only momentary resistance — this in the form of a linebacker
who met him almost head on. There was a crash and the linebacker
went down. The rest was the circumstantial matter of outlegging defenders. All done toute de suite, without fuss , somewhat in the manner
'
of a Kingdon. '
Equally effective, although he did not get away for long scampers,
was one Peter Wagner, who harrassed the opposition with bull-like
thrusts at the line. Wagner is a 205 lb., six-footer who can hit very
hard when he chooses to. And he always chooses to do so.
When Simpson wants to move to the outside with great haste, he
can call upon Dick Gilmore and Harry Rothmao, a pair of quick
halfbacks who have break-away speed, plus a great stop-and-go style
that's bound to cause defensive backs much wo-e.
But that's not all. Simpson will have Bill George, a short but spunky halfback who got away for a touchdown on Saturday via a neat
pass pattern. Though still untested, Jim Lambert could be the dark
horse in the Mule backfield. A boy who did not go out last year, Lambert is reputed to be the fastest man on the Mules squad , and that is
saying a lot with speed-merchants like Gilmore, Rothman and Aube
taken into consideration. If Lambert pans out, he could provide the
Blue-and-Gray with an explosive threat — the ability to go all the
way at any given moment.
Turning to the upperclassmen merely impresses the observer with
the depth that the Mule backfield will have. From a year of famine,
in which Binky Smith had to do all the carrying because of injuries
to Herb O'Neill and Dave Cox and the late arrival of Bing Beeson ,
to a year of apparent plenty, the writer sees good reason to be thankful. If we have healthy operatives in Beeson and O'Neill, we can't
help but have an outstanding running game next year.
There will be outstanding speed in several backs, good power to the
inside and depth . Ask no more.
But, by the same token , don't turn down the rudiments of a good
passing attack. Sophomore Gary Ross has a fine year's experience behind him, and he will make it virtually; impossible for the opposition
to badger Bruce Waldman the way they did lajt year. Waldy, the All
New England end in his sophomore season, we predict, will have a
fine senior year. He'll have a fast, rugged backfield maling lif e easier
for him, and when the defense has to set itself too strongly against
7
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doubles (Cottle , Glennan and Waldman) and two triples (Bonalewicz
and Waldman). Bruce Waldman
was perfect for the day, collecting
four hits in as many appearances ,
and drove in four runs. Captain
Bob Glennan accounted for three
Colby tallies, while Bonalewicz, Bill
Cottle , and backstop Mite Knox
drove in two apiece.
Sophomore Gary Ross pitched
steadily thr oughout his. eight-inning
stint, (the game was called after
eight because of darkness) yielding
five hits, and was in trouble only
in the fourth inning, when faulty
Colby fielding cost three runs.
At the second stop, . Colby hatsmen collected thirteen singles and
nine runs off three Trinity pitchers,
and Ken Stone pitched a five-hitter
to give the Mules their second win ,
9-1. The SBantams scored an unearned run in the first inning, as
Callebrese reached on an error,
moved up on Stone's wild pick-off
attempt , and scored on Raymond's
double. This was Stone's only lapse ;
he bore down to allow only four
singles the rest of the route, while
striking out seven and retiring fifteen men in a row in one stretch.
The Mules bounced right back in
the second inning to scoie four runs.
Trinity 's hurler, Pitcairn , walked
the bases loaded , and Bonalewicz
provided tho big blow, a. single, driving Pitcairn off the island to an
early shower. Colby tallied ' four
more in the fifth , highlighted by
Charlie Carey's single with the bases
loaded . Bonalewicz and Carey were
the big bats , for the Mules ; Bonnie
went four for four with three RBI's
whil e Care y had three hits and three
ItBPs.
Springfield, perennially a tough
opponent, was well handled by Doug
Mulcahoy and Bavo Lowell , who
shackled tho Gymnasts, allowing
only ton hits between them in the
doubleheader. In the ^ opener , the
Mules used eighteen hits to get
eleven runs and an 11-3 win . Bonalewicz continued his hot hitting, as he
colle ct ed thr ee hits , includin g a
triple. Shortstop, Bill Xeaghton and
John Kreideweis also hai^ throo hits
apiece, while Glennan . and Carey
each drove in three.
Mulcahoy gave up seven hits ,
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struck out five , and blanked Springfield until the final frame when he
was touched for three. The Mules
had to come up with two in the
eighth of the second game to overtake Springfield 3-2 and save sophomore Dave Lowell's three-hit performance.
Bob Glennan picked up Colb y's
first run in the fifth when he singled , stole second, made thi rd on
an error, and scored on an infield
out. But Springfield canpe back in
their half of the inning with the tying run as Bolho tripled and Bartock singled. The Gymnasts took the
lead in the sixth on a walk and infield out and Jacob's run-scoring
single.
The tw o bi g Colby runs in the
eighth were a result of Bill Leighton's double , Bi ll Cottl e's single,
which scored leig hton ; and a
throwing error , which scored pinchfrom
runner
Bruce Lippincott
second. Tlie Mules had two runs in
the ninth when darkness called an
end to the proceedings.
Everything went quite well for
the Mules on this trip. They collect ed 38 run s on 59 hits durin g th e
four games, and the pitchers allowed j ust 26 kits and tbirt een run s
in their 42 complete fuaings. Big
Dick Bonalewicz went eleven-forfifteen on the trip, and Bob Glennan and Charlie Carey were the
leading run-producers, with seven
and six RBI's respectively. All preseason j ottings pointed to the
pitching staff as the t>ig question
mark. If tho present performances
continue , and the hitting fulfills the
expectations
Hoofbeats. v .,..., . Tlio Mules as a
team- >¦ are hitting a lusty .344 in
their five games . . '.. .no home run s
yet, but wh o need s 'em. . . . Big
Bonnie is hitting like a house afire ;
after a , mediocre season last year,
Bonnie is rattling fences at a .579
clip. . . .'By the time tin's issue hits
tho mailb ox es, the Mules will bo
through their State Series opener. . .
this Stone-Freoman duel should - bo
a classic . . . . it certainly will give
an indication of things to como, as
Bates is fielding a strong team. . . .
This weekend the Mules travel to
Providence and TJ.N.H.

ONE STOP SHOPPING

-

FREE DEL IVERY

90 MAIN STREET

Everythin g in Music

the ground game, Mr. Waldman
and company should collect a -wellawaited reward . Bruce toiled without much glory last year. He played
just as well as he had when he was
All New England , but he had defensive back s holding, tripping and
riding him , and he had big defensive
ends smashing him at the line of
scrimmage. He has waited long for
the taste of honey. Come 1963, we
expect he'll he outstanding.
Aiding hirn will be Dick Rohbat,
who came o-n strong at the end of
the '62 campaign. Bid' s experience
as a junior should hold him in fine
stead as far as his duties at the
helm are concerned , and he'll have
two equally capable reserves in Kim
Miller and Bill Loveday, currently
freshmen.
The final question to raise is , of
course, what will happen without
Bonnie, Carey, Dukes , Olson and
the like ? All that can bo said at the
moment is that we still have
D rew'es, Palmer , Goodwin (recently
converted tp guard ) and several
good freshmen and sophomores.
We'll just have to hope that they
can get sufficiently battle-oriented
early in the season. The kids, it
aooms, will have to play like seasoned seniors, The joy of the matter is
that when they do open holes, we 'll
h av e a herd of hors es to driv e
through . And it' s been a lon g tim e
sin ce Colby fo otball has had the herd
it has toddy. That' s s omething even
J ohn Simpson would admit. As for
Ken Weinbol , he's just smilin g and
silent. After all, he gets to work
with those horses e-very day. And
what could bo moro fun for a backfield coach, than that P

The Colby Tennis Team opened its
season last week with a shabby
start, losin g to Tufts , M.I.T. and
Brandeis. The match with Tufts
was played Thursday, Ajpril 18 and
the scor e w as Tufts 8, Colby 1. The
only Colby winners were David
Anderson and Bob Lewis , who won
their doubles set 6-4, 6-2. The
M.LT. match was played Friday,
April 19, and the score was M.I.T.
9, Colby 0. The Brandeis match was
played Saturday and the score was
Brandeis 8, Colby 1. The only winner from Colby was Peter French in

AND ITALIAN SANDWICHES

AL C O R E Y
MUSIC CENTER

the singles , who won his set 6-0,
6-2.,
The reason for this poor showing
can be attributed in grea,t part to
two major factors. First of all , due
to the inclement weather the team
had never practiced outside prior
to these meets. This lack of outdoor
practice made a great difference to
the players when the time came to
actually play outdoors. Secondly,
because of the few indoor courts
available the Mules could not practice singles competition.1 In oth er
words, to take full advantage of the
space available the team members
had to play doubles and never had
the opportunity to get the .feel of
the court alone. After some time
outside (if the weather is good to
us) the t eam will undoubtedl y show
a marked improvement.

by Gavin Scotti

John Winkin 's Colby Mules are
now on the winning trail. Since the
disastrous Disie journey, in which
the Mules dropped nine of ten , ,in- .
eluding the regular season opener
at New HaTen, the hats have
boomed and the bullpen has been
like a morgue , as four Colby hurlers
sauntered generally
unmolested
through their assignments against
three Southern New ^England opponents.
Oolby tramped Williams 15-5; and
Trinity 9-1, giving coach Winkin his
first victory against Trinity since
his arrival in 1954. They belted
Springfield 11-3, in the first game
of a twinbill , and eased by the Gymnasts 3-2, in the nigbfc cap, thus
completing the sweep.
At Williamstown , tlie. Mule offensive exploded for ten runs and
eleven hits in the first four-plus in-r
nings off starter Bill TBose, and his
immediate relief , Milholland , and
coasted to a 15-5 victory over the
Ephmen.
Everyone hit safely in the 19 hit
onslaught , -which included three
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Tennis Team
Loses Three

Mules Stomp
Win Four
On Road Trip
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election to a class ; office may be
picked up an the 7Deans?7 offices.
Continued from Page Five
Pan-Hel, Interfaith, and the Vice They are dae back there by 5:00
President were not. represented. The "P.M. on April 29, 1963. Any petiSecretary 's minutes "were read and tions received after this date will
approved. The Treasurer reported not he accepted. Election rallies for
a cash balance of $758.95 ' and a the individual classes, which the
sinking "fund balance of $928.21.
candidates: will T>e required to atAnnouncements and Old Business: tend , will be held the .week of. the
1. Class Elections: Petitions for 2°<th of April. The elections will be

oh Monday, May 6, 1963.
7 2. Men's .Judiciary : There will be
a meeting of the male members of
the Council on. Tuesday, April 30,
1963, at <7 :06 P.M. in the Council
room to select the new njembers'of
Men 's Judiciary.
¦7 3.' Bookstore : A motion was made
by Miss Mattison and defeated by a
vote of 4-8 that the Council cominend the Administration for having

STU-G REPORTS

acted wisely in moving the bookstore to Roberts Union. A motion
was then made by Miss Fuchs and
passed unanimously by ..the Council
that, whereas Student Government
cannot officially sanction or endorse
the moving of the bookstore to Rob^
erts Union, they would like to thank
the . Administration for temporarily
^
relieving the crowded situation in
the Spa. , ' : ¦
.
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4. Sesquicentennial Ball : The
Treasurer reported that . the financial risk is not great in granting
the $1,000 loan as a down payment
on the orchestra for-the Sesquicentennial Ball. Student Government
would allow itself to lose up to $500,
this figure being based on only 2507
couples attending the dance. With
good publicity and the cooperation
of the Alumni office, a good turnout is' expected. The sense of the
Council, was that they were willing
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" IT'S ONLY MONEY"
S;
plus j- " Second Laugh Hit
Jerry Lewis
in
"THE DELICATE
DELINQUENT"
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Friday-Saturday-Sunday
Connie Francis
'
in
" FOLLOW THE BOYS"

in Color
^
Plus
Bridgit Bardot

in
"A VERY- PRIVATE AFFAIR "
• also in ' Color
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" MY SIX LOVES"
in Color
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" ESCAPE FROM ZAHRAIN "
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Danny Kaye
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" THE MAN FROM THE
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Continued from Page Seven
to" accept any possible loss up to
$1,000.
5. Constitutional, Revisions : It
¦was agreed that .fire consider each of
the revisions separately. A motion
¦was made by Miss ,- Webster and
passed unanimously- by the Council
to accept Article I as follow-s : The.
name of this organization shall be
the Colby College Student Government Association.
A motion was made by Mr. Geltman and passed unanimously by the
Council to accept Article II as: follows : The Colby College Student
Government Association" shall concern itself "with the betterment of
Colby College by working closely
with the college administration and
the faculty, shall secure and protect
students' rights, and shall provide
'
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Byron D. Graff
Penn State

D. B. MacRitchie
. U. of Michiga n .

—J. L; Millard , Jr.
Ft. Hays State

W. T. Oliver
Lafayette College

Justin C. Burns
St. Bonav enture U.

" Edward R.Wassel
Clarkson College

Morris S. Bpyer
-IL of Georgi a

Ancil K. Nance
Portland State

P.S. Holder , Jr.
_St Mary's U.

J. O. Gallegos , III
U. of New Mexico ..
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-.Joh n V. Erhart
Loras College

Fuchs. and ' passed unanimously b;
the Council to approve , the appoint
ment of Stu Wantm'an to the Soda
Committee. ' .
Since there was no further busi
ness, the meeting was adjourned a
8:45 P.M.". ' .. :;
.; - .Respectfully submitted,
GeQe .Sewal
- "'
Secretary

'

I Super Shirt Laundry

|

Gary L. Lewis ~ U. of San Fran.

that time copies of. the proposed:revisions will be available.
New Business ;
1. A motion was made . by Miss
Mattison and passed unanimously
by the Council that we. accept the
proposal for the combined Student
League-Student ~ Government Hand"
book.
" 2 A motion was made by Miss

committees as presented. ' After
lengthy discussion - in which the
Council mentbers felt they needed
more tim<f to look over the present
constitution and the proposed revisions, a motion was made by Miss
Webster and passed unanimously by
the jCouncil that we meet again on
Monday, April 29, at 3:00 P.M. to
consider the revisions further. At

'
-

I

for a Council whose task it shall be
to do what is necessary and proper
in openly representing the students
in the formulation and execution of
policies concerning the general welfare of the students at Colby College and elsewhere.
A / motion was made by Miss
Fiichs and passed by a' voter of 5-4
to accept Article Vll concerning

*
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DIAMB Rl'S
FINE FOOD FOR

James W. Todd
U. (Staf f)

Val paraiso

' G. J.Tamalivich
p Worcester Poly (Staff)
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IMPORTANT! If you hold anjrof the 20 winning rtum *
bers , claim your Pontiac Tempest LeMans Convertible
In accordance with the rules on- the revers e of your
license plate. Girls / You may choose inste ad a thrill 'ing expense-paid 2-week Hoi/day in Europe — for
two/ Plus $500 in cash /
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COLBY STUDENTS
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TRY OUR SPAGHETTI .
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speed
Portable H.-F.
^ereo Set , "The Wal z ^ by RCA
Vic tor. Or, you .may still win a Tempest ! (See official
cla iming rules on reverse of your license plate , and ob. .
.serve claiming dates give n above.)
. .. .

DIN E & DA NCE
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NIKON

1. D328372 6,A818471
2. B552083 7. C175380
3. B631155 8. A131483
.
4. D1 48138 - ' 9. C702472
5- C591755 10. A909791
.. .

Microsco pes

SPECIAL OFFER FOR SENIOR
PRE - MEDICAL STUDENTS.
Superb quality by tho makers of
tho world famous NIKON camera and accessories. Guaranteed
acceptance at all medical schools.
Call or writo for special " NIKON
' MEDICAL STUDENT MICROSCOPES" brochure and. special
discount offer for stud onts enterin g modloal school. Exclusive
In Now England at
'

Ferranfi -Dege
Ino.
'

__

16VA11243&
17. A337477
18. C467893:
19. B911494
20f 848216(1

CONSOLATION PRIZE NUMBERS!

1. A26Q11Q
C373057
B381031 6. A130564^
27.
mm¦
3 mm
;
. ™- '" J l . . ^
,J .
5" Hi"S ,* 'SK
5- A491B51 10, B985589
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lit D7999GB
A127588
C527240 16^ A237594
,12.
17.
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15. C757103 .20. A057655

2t B4022flft
22. B792561
23. B145355
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y Get with the winner s,.. ^ >?^^

1262 62 Mass. Ave. , Harvard
Square, Cambrid ge, Mass. Phono
KI 7-8000.

.

11. C191819
12. A078603
13. D215452
14. A609T59
15. CB13177
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